Retrofit of Hospital Information system in a running hospital is very challenging task. The difficulties are found to increase with the size of the hospital. C-DAC is in the process of implementing a total computerization of Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research (PGIMER) -a premier institute in public sector in India. This paper presents the Testing and Integration issues during this implementation.
INTRODUCTION
AHIS is defined as a computer system designed to ease the management of all the hospital's medical and administrative information and to improve the quality of healthcare by Degoulet and Fieschi (1997) [1] .
With the introduction of AHIS into hospitals, improvement in patient care as well as hospitals management, collection and retrieval of accurate and complete medical information, lower operational and treatments costs, less time to reach patient medical data, interpretation of clinical data and warnings for exceptional medical cases such as drug to drug interaction were expected from AHIS.
AHIS implementation is more difficult than the implementation of other e-Governance application systems, due to the critical nature of working of a hospital and adaptation in hospitals is a complicated task compared to other Table 1 . gives the number of rooms and beds corresponding to various departments.
The objective of implementation of Advanced Hospital Information System (AHIS) for PGIMER is to provide online support to various hospital operations. It aims at keeping track of patients, doctors, materials, samples etc. for efficient working of the hospital. Figure 1 gives the modules implemented. It consists of patient-centric modules like Registration, Emergency, OPD, Labs, OT, Blood Bank, Pharmacy, Patient Medical Record, Patient Medical Billing, etc. and the support modules like Transport, Enquiry, Appointment, Diet Kitchen, CSSD, Linen & Loundry, Bio-Medical Waste and Maintenance, etc.
TESTING METHODOLOGY
The AHIS is tested under different conditions, before product acceptance by client. AHIS phase I has undergone through White Box as well as Black Box methodology. The Testing Lifecycle followed is given in Figure 2 . This planning will be an ongoing process and it is reviewed frequently.
Test Analysis & Design
Regular meetings were held between testing teams, project managers, and development teams, to check the progress in the development which will give a fair idea of the development of the project and ensure the completeness of the test plan created in the planning phase, which will further help in enhancing the right testing strategy created earlier. Subsequent to this, the functional validation based on SRS was developed to ensure that all system requirements are covered by one or more test cases identify which test cases we also have to define areas for Stress and Performance testing. The Test case format is shown below in Fig. 3 . Once the environment setup is complete, the independent modules are built & smoke test is performed to check the broad functionalities. Further to freeze the functionality of the application once it is presented to the User for their acceptance before delve into the detail System testing with their reviewed test cases. After test case was executed, the result status is noted as shown in Fig. 4 . . In these cycles we track our resource as shown in the below excel sheet and its up dated every week. This will reflect the man-days effort. Activity wise effort spent is shown in Fig. 5 .
Execution & Verification

Re-testing
Bug Life Cycle
Fail condition is logged and this initates the process of defect tracking lifecycle. This is a system for receiving and filing bugs reported against a software project, as given in Fig. 6 
GO button
Action Verify that when the user leaves the following/either of two field(s) blank 1. Username 2. Password & clicks on "GO" button the user is not allowed to proceed. An appropriate error message must be displayed.
Click Action
The user must not be allowed to proceed and the following error message must be visible: Invisible User-Name or Password.
Verify that when the user enters wrong detail in either of the following fields The enter key is mapped properly with the functionality of "GO" button.
Verify that when the user enters valid Username/ Password he is able to login into the application properly. Click on "GO" button OR press Enter Key.
Username admin
Password: cdaccing Click action OR Press Enter Key
The user must be able to login into the application successfully and the user lands on the main page of application.
Enter key GO button/ Enter key Figure 3 . Test case example.
for reporting bugs. This tool is begin used by the QI team & is successfully working in synchronization with the projects of the CDAC Noida. Metricbased defect tracking monitors where defects originate.
Final Testing and Release
Executed remaining stress and performance test cases, documentation for testing was completed/ updated, also check the User Feedback points that were given at Demo session in the client side that are incorporated or not. If not incorporated, than a new bug is logged and status is tracked till closure.
Post Implementation
The testing process is evaluated and lessons learnt from that testing process are documented. Line of attack to prevent similar problems in future projects is identified. Create plans to improve the processes. The recording of new errors 
GO button
Verify that when the user leaves the following/either of two field(s) blank: 1. Username 2. Password & clicks on "GO" button the user is not allowed to proceed. An appropriate error message must be displayed.
Click Action
Verify that when the user enters wrong details in either of the following fields The enter key is mapped properly with the functionality of "GO" button.
The enter key is properly mapped with the functionality of "GO" button.
Enter key
GO button/ Enter key
Verify that when the user enters valid Username/ Password he is able to login into the application properly. Click on "GO" button OR press Enter Key. and enhancements is an ongoing process. Cleaning up of test environment is done and test machines are restored to base lines in this stage.
IMPLEMENTATION OF AHIS
"It is stated that the implementation of software consumes up to 1/3 of the budget of a software cost" Project delivery combines the deployment of the AHIS Application with managing the Requirement change accepted during Demo and UAT. This software implementation management is crucial to avoid the failure that is not delivered successfully, is delivered but is not used or used minimally, is delivered but its level of business use and therefore benefit does not justify the project cost. Prior to starting the Project Deployment Process, the project should be evaluated and approved. The Project Evaluation Process includes performing all requirements mapping architecture review and vendor contracting/SLA.
As per the SLA options for delivering the AHIMS project was big bang. But CDAC has the opinion that Phased deployment will be more appropriate for the PGIMER.
BIG-BANG DEPLOYMENT
This type of deployment is the release software to all users at the same time. All the modules or builds are constructed and tested, and then they are all put together at the same time. Benefits It is very quick as no drivers or stubs are needed, thus cutting down on the development time. Drawbacks are Usually yields more errors, since these errors have to be fixed and take more time to fix than errors at the module level, this method is usually considered the least effective. Because of the amount of coordination that is required it is also very demanding on the resources.
Phased Deployment
This type of deployment is release software to users over a period of time. For example Hospital's Building Location Wise->Module Wise->Department Wise.
By facing various implementation difficulties in Big-Bang approach and client level constraints, Phased-Wise Implementation approach got introduced. Consequently reducing project risk because if there is some problem the business impact is reduced. For Patient Registration Module same approach has been followed (currently in trial phase) and as per PRS (Problem Report Sheet) data, system is successful and users are accepting the automation process over their old manual process.
AHIS PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT MODEL
The projects need to decide on the best way to release a software solution. The following model was introduced.
1. Cleanup of the "test" environment following successful completion of testing and setup the Original master data given by client/user itself. 2. Preparation of project deployment in the Hospital such as setting up user accounts to access the system and ensuring their Master Data for various AHIMS modules.
